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Abstract
In this paper, we report on our study of a nanopositioning actuator (NPA), which uses an
impact/inchworm mechanism. Various kinds of similar precise positioning actuators, which use
the same working mechanism, have been proposed by many researchers for several decades.
However, characteristic analysis and design methods for the NPA have not been proposed yet.
Moreover, the characteristic analysis and design methods for similar actuators were
approximate and inefficient.
Hence, this paper presents an analysis method for the NPA, which is based on a
combination of numerical and analytic methods, shedding light on the complex working
mechanism and taking significant factors in the analysis into consideration for an exact and
efficient characteristic analysis of the NPA and similar machines. In the present study, the
mechanical and electrical systems of the NPA were prototyped. Finally, the effectiveness of the
NPA, the feasibility of the clarified complex working mechanism, and the adequacy of the
proposed analysis method were verified by experiments.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

advantages such as high resolution to the sub-nanometer scale,
simple structure, small size, a great deal of freedom in design,
and so on. Among the many kinds of piezoelectric positioning
actuators, the actuators using the impact or the inchworm
mechanism have the merits of being small in size, having
low energy consumption, and being very economical in their
production/maintenance costs [11–16]. Therefore, the NPA,
which uses an impact/inchworm mechanism, was selected for
study as the precise positioning actuator in our research.
There are many other kinds of precision machines,
which use the same impact or inchworm mechanism as the
NPA. References [1–16] discuss such machines. However,
characteristic analysis and design methods for the NPA have
not been proposed yet. Moreover, the characteristic analysis
and design methods for similar machines were approximate
and inefficient. This was because they used only a rough

1. Introduction
Miniaturization and high precision are becoming important
trends in modern industry. These trends in turn drive the
increasing demand for precise positioning actuators. As
a consequence, lots of precise positioning actuators are
being and have been proposed by many researchers for
several decades.
Since many kinds of actuators need
very complex designs, high precision manufacturing, error
compensators, temperature controls, and so on, most of
the existing precise positioning actuators suffer from critical
problems such as large size, large energy consumption, and
high production/maintenance costs, and so on [1–21]. To
address these problems, various kinds of precise positioning
actuators based on piezoelectricity have been proposed by
many researchers. The piezoelectric actuators have several
0964-1726/08/025025+09$30.00
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Figure 2. Wave form of the electrical input source, to the NPA.

Figure 1. Prototyped NPA.

analytic method or an experimental trial-and-error method
for analysis and design. These methods did not clearly
articulate the complex working mechanism. They did not
take significant factors into consideration in the analysis,
such as the slippage, the electromagnetic force relation, the
frequency dependency, and so on. References [8] and [9]
suggested a characteristic analysis method for machines which
use the impact/inchworm mechanism by using an approximate
analytic method. However, only a rough characteristic analysis
has been possible because rough analytic equations have
only been used for the characteristic analysis without the
consideration of the complex working mechanism and the
significant factors in the analysis. For example, reference [9]
mentions the need for clarifying the relationship between
the electromagnetic force and slippage, but this remains an
unsolved problem. In the present study, to solve this problem
and to analyze exactly and efficiently the characteristics of
machines which use the impact or inchworm mechanism, a
numerical method combined with analytic methodology is
proposed. The numerical method, 3D-FEM, is an important
and frequently indispensable part of engineering analysis and
design [17–19, 29]. In this paper, the mathematical model for
the analysis of the piezoelectricity is derived from [22–25] for
the analysis of the piezoelectric system without consideration
of the impact/inchworm mechanism. The derived governing
equation for the piezoelectric system is solved numerically by
3D-FEM. However, the working mechanism of the NPA is
complex. Hence, the electromagnetic force is analyzed by 3DFEM. Moreover, governing equations describing the complex
working mechanism, the impact/inchworm, are suggested and
solved by the analytic method. The proposed analytic method
sheds light on the complex working mechanism and describes
a form similar to the actual condition, considering significant
factors, which have not yet been taken into account, such as
the slippage, the electromagnetic force relation, the frequency
dependency, and so on. In brief, the NPA, which uses an
impact/inchworm mechanism, is analyzed by combining a
numerical method with an analytic method.

Figure 3. Ideal step motion of the NPA according to the electrical
input source of figure 2.

In this research, the mechanical system and the electrical
system of an NPA were prototyped. Finally, the effectiveness
of an NPA in the aspects of size, cost, and so on, the
reasonableness of the clarified complex working mechanism
taking the significant factors into consideration in the analysis,
and the adequacy of the proposed analysis method were
validated by comparing their outcomes with experimental data.

2. The working principle of the NPA
Figure 1 shows the construction of the NPA. Two electromagnets (EMs) and a piezoelectric ceramic constitute the NPA. The
simplified working principle is indicated in figures 2 and 3.
Figure 3 is drawn only to simply explain the ideal step motion
of the impact/inchworm mechanism. As shown in figure 3, the
NPA moves to the right side by synchronizing three electrical
input sources as indicated in figure 2. When the left EM is
turned on, the left EM is attached to the bottom, which is the
steel plate. At this time, the state of the right EM is off and the
right EM is free to move. And then, the piezoelectric ceramic
is turned on and is expanded. As a result, the right EM is slid
to the right side. Maintaining the expansion of the piezoelectric ceramic, the right EM is turned on and it is attached to the
bottom. At this time, the left EM is turned off and it is free
to move. Then, the piezoelectric ceramic is turned off and it
is contracted. Therefore, the left EM is slid to the right side.
By the sequence of these synchronized actions the NPA moves
2
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In the real case, the working condition is more
complicated than the ideal condition which is shown in figure 3
and this makes the difference between the ideal case and the
real one. This is because the slippage occurred as a result
of the force difference in the system. In addition to the
slippage, there is another condition that makes the working
condition complicated and makes the difference between the
real case and the ideal one. That is the different displacement
of the forward electromagnet (FW-EM) and the backward
electromagnet (BW-EM) due to the effect of the shape, the
material, the operating frequency, and so on. The real step
motion is represented in figure 4. In the real condition, the
slippage has occurred and the displacements at the FW-EM
and the BW-EM are different as shown in figure 4. This
real step motion is different from the ideal one shown in
figure 3. However, only the ideal step motion has been taken
into consideration until now, although the real step motion is
different from the ideal step motion, as shown in figures 3
and 4. Hence, we suggest an analysis methodology for
the NPA using 3D-FEM combined with an analytic method,
shedding light on the complex working mechanism and taking
the significant factors into account in the analysis.

Figure 4. Real step motion of the NPA according to the electrical
input source of figure 2.

to the right side, as shown in figures 2 and 3. The NPA can
be moved to the left side by exchanging the right and left coil
electrical input current sequences.
The working principle of the NPA is based on the
inchworm principle and the impact mechanism. This means
that the NPA slides by the synchronous sequence of the
attaching action and the cyclic elasticity motion.
The
synchronous sequence of attaching by the EM and expanding
and contracting by the piezoelectric ceramic is the inchworm
principle. The sliding by the expansion and the contraction of
the piezoelectric ceramic is the impact mechanism [1–16].

3. Prototype of the NPA
Figure 5 shows the prototype of an NPA. The important point
here is that we suggest a three-contact mechanism for an
NPA to reduce the manufacturing cost and to guarantee the
mechanical stability of the NPA, as shown in figure 6. The NPA
is controlled by the image control method using a microscope,

Figure 5. Prototyped mechanical system of an NPA.

3
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aspect of stability. In contrast, an implicit method, such as
the backward difference method, offers great advantages on
the stability of the finite difference equations, since most are
unconditionally stable. Therefore, a large step size in time is
permitted [31]. That means that the limitation of the time step,
which is a serious problem in the explicit method, is eliminated
by overcoming the stability problem in the implicit method. In
brief, the implicit method is unconditionally stable and more
efficient in the aspect of time cost than the explicit method, so
a backward difference method, which is an implicit method, is
used for the analysis of the NPA in this research.
For the transient analysis of the NPA with the solution at
time t + t , backward difference formulas with errors of the
order (t)2 are applied to (1) and (2). Finally, the governing
equations for transient analysis of the NPA are derived:


−u t−2t + 4u t−t − 5u t + 2u t+t
M
t 2


u t−t − 4u t + 3u t+t
+ Duu
2t
(3)
+ K uu u t+t + K u t+t = FB + FS + F

Figure 6. Indication of the contacting points, with the bottom.

t
K u
u t+t + K  t+t = Q S + Q P

(4)

where t is the time step.
By using (3) and (4), we developed 3D-FEM software for
the transient analysis of a piezoelectric system in this research.

a CCD camera, and a capture board. To operate the NPA, three
electrical input square waves with 90◦ phase difference are
needed, as shown in figure 2. Therefore, an SGS-THOMSON
Microelectronics L297 (DIP20) Stepper Motor Controller IC,
which is commonly used as a step motor driving circuit, is
used for the generation of three electrical square waves with
a 90◦ phase difference. Two waves, which have 180◦ phase
difference, are used for the input source of the EMs. These two
waves are amplified by the L298N (Multiwatt Vert.) dual fullbridge driver of the SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics device.
The third wave is used for the operation of the piezoelectric
ceramic with high voltage. Therefore, a half-bridge circuit with
a transistor is employed to amplify the voltage.

5. Characteristic analysis and experimental results
for the NPA
In this research, significant factors, such as the slippage and
the electromagnetic force relation of an NPA, are defined as
external factors and some factors, such as the NPA system’s
shape, material, operating frequency, input voltage, and so
on, are defined as internal factors of this system. This paper
proposes an analysis methodology taking these significant
factors in the analysis into consideration, as follows.

4. Finite element formulation for the analysis of an
NPA

5.1. The calculation of the ideal displacement at each EM
The first stage for the simulation of an NPA is the calculation
of an ideal displacement by using a transient analysis with 3DFEM. This analysis routine takes only the internal system into
consideration. Hence, the simulated displacement at this stage
is called the ideal displacement.
Figure 7 shows the transient analysis result, obtained
using 3D-FEM, of the NPA when a 50 [V]/50 [Hz] electrical
source is applied to the piezoelectric ceramic. The simulated
displacement in figure 7 is called the ideal displacement of an
NPA. From this simulation routine, the ideal displacements of
a FW-EM and a BW-EM are calculated.
The value of the calculated ideal displacement at the
steady state of the FW-EM, (u F )ideal , is 829 [nm] and the BWEM, (u B )ideal , is −1000 [nm]. The FW-EM and the BW-EM
are displaced asymmetrically because the shape of an NPA is
asymmetric. Finally, the ideal displacement at each FW-EM
and BW-EM is calculated by transient analysis using 3D-FEM
and only taking internal factors into consideration.

The governing matrix equations for the numerical computation
of a piezoelectric system are derived from the Hamilton
variation [22–30]:

Mu  + Duu u  + K uu u + K u  = FB + FS + FP

(1)

t
K u
u − K   = Q S + Q P

(2)

where u, u  , u  are the mechanical displacement, velocity, and
acceleration,  is the electrical potential, FB , FS , FP are the
mechanical body force, surface force, and point force, Q S , Q P
are the electrical surface charge and the electrical point charge.
M is the mass matrix, Duu is the mechanical damping matrix,
K uu is the mechanical stiffness matrix, K u is the piezoelectric
coupling matrix, K  is the dielectric stiffness matrix.
The calculating algorithm for the explicit method, which
includes the forward difference method, the central difference
method, and so on, is simple but it has a problem in the
4
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(a)

Figure 8. Diagram of the mechanical displacement relation in the
NPA.

(b)

(6)

(u F )tot = − (u F )ideal + (u F )t.r − (u B )t.r

(7)

(u B )tot = + (u B )ideal − (u B )t.r + (u F )t.r

(8)

where (u F )t.r is the mechanical displacement of the FW-EM
because of the total resisting horizontal force at the FW-EM,
(u B )t.r is the mechanical displacement of the BW-EM because
of the total resisting horizontal force at the BW-EM.
The mechanical displacement at each of the EM due to
the total resisting horizontal force, (u F )t.r and (u B )t.r , can be
expressed as
(FF )t.r
(u F )t.r = (u F )ideal ×
(FF )eff.g
(FF )r.e + (FF )r.r.e + (FF )r.r
= (u F )ideal ×
(9)
(m F )eff × (aF )eff
(FB )t.r
(u B )t.r = (u B )ideal ×
(FB )eff.g
(FB )r.e + (FB )r.r.e + (FB )r.r
= (u B )ideal ×
(10)
(m B )eff × (aB )eff
where
mp
(11)
(m F )eff = m F +
2
mp
(12)
(m B )eff = m B +
2
and where (FF )t.r , (FB )t.r are the total resisting horizontal
forces at the FW-EM and the BW-EM, (FF )eff.g , (FB )eff.g are
the effective value of the generated horizontal force at the FWEM and the BW-EM, (FF )r.e is the resisting horizontal force
at the FW-EM due to the EM force of a FW-EM, (FB )r.e is the
resisting horizontal force at the BW-EM due to the EM force of
a BW-EM, (FF )r.r.e is the resisting horizontal force at the FWEM due to the residual EM force at a FW-EM, (FB )r.r.e is the
resisting horizontal force at the BW-EM due to the residual EM
force at a BW-EM, (FF )r.r is the resisting horizontal force at the
FW-EM due to rest forces at a FW-EM, (FB )r.r is the resisting
horizontal force at the BW-EM due to rest forces at a BW-EM,
(m F )eff , (m B )eff are the effective masses of the FW-EM and
the BW-EM, (aF )eff , (aB )eff are the effective accelerations of
the FW-EM and the BW-EM, m F , m B are the masses of the
FW-EM and the BW-EM, m P is the mass of the piezoelectric
ceramic.
The effective accelerations of the FW-EM, (aF )eff , and the
BW-EM, (aB )eff , are calculated by the numerical method (3DFEM). For the calculation of the effective accelerations of the

Figure 7. Simulated ideal displacement data for an NPA from
3D-FEM, when a 50 [V]/50 [Hz] electrical source is applied to a
piezoelectric ceramic. (a) Simulated ideal displacement data for an
FW-EM. (b) Simulated ideal displacement data for a BW-EM.

5.2. The calculation of the total displacement at each EM
The second stage for the simulation of an NPA is the
calculation of a mechanical displacement of an NPA by
using an analytic method taking external factors, such as
slip losses and EM forces, into account. In our research,
the NPA has been examined closely taking the complex
working mechanism into consideration to calculate the total
displacement of the NPA. The simulated final mechanical
displacement, which is calculated by combining the external
factors and the ideal displacement result, is called the total
displacement in this paper. Figure 8 shows the diagram of the
mechanical displacement relation in the NPA combining the
ideal displacement and external factors.
From figure 8 and from the equation of motion, which
explains the force and displacement relations [32, 33], we
propose (5)–(18) for the calculation of the total displacement
at each FW-EM and BW-EM by closely taking the complex
working mechanism into consideration. The mechanical total
displacement in the horizontal direction at each FW-EM,
(u F )tot , and BW-EM, (u B )tot , can be expressed by (5)–(8) from
figure 8 and the equation of motion. When a piezoelectric
ceramic expands, the total displacement can be defined by (5)
and (6); when it contracts, by (7) and (8):

(u F )tot = + (u F )ideal − (u F )t.r + (u B )t.r

(u B )tot = − (u B )ideal + (u B )t.r − (u F )t.r

(5)
5
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Table 1. Simulated data for fixed variables.

(a)

Variable

Value

Variable

Value

(u F )ideal
(m F )eff
(FF )eff.g
(FF )r.r

829 [nm]
19.7 [g]
72.1 [N]
0.01 [N]

(u B )ideal
(m B )eff
(FB )eff.g
(FB )r.r

1000 [nm]
12.5 [g]
54.9 [N]
0 [N]

Table 2. Simulated data for the resisting horizontal forces, which are
generated due to EM forces.
Input current [A] (FF )r.e [N] (FB )r.e [N] (FF )r.r.e [N] (FB )r.r.e [N]
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

(b)

2.8
5.0
6.0
6.8

4.6
6.8
8.7
9.8

2.0
3.5
4.2
4.7

3.2
4.8
6.1
6.8

a BW-EM, (FB )r.r , is a constant equal to 0 [N]. This is because
there are no rest forces. Those fixed variables are tabulated in
table 1 where the signs follow the arrow directions of figure 8.
Resisting horizontal forces due to the EM force, (FF )r.e
and (FB )r.e , are calculated using (15)–(16) and 3D-FEM, using
the ANSYS commercial software. The resisting horizontal
forces due to the residual EM forces at a FW-EM, (FF )r.r.e , and
at a BW-EM, (FB )r.r.e , are calculated using (17) and (18). The
simulation results are tabulated in table 2.

Figure 9. Calculated results for a generated horizontal force.
(a) Calculated data for a generated horizontal force at FW-EM.
(b) Calculated data for a generated horizontal force at BW-EM.

(13)

(aB )eff = [−(u Bsur ave )t−2t + 4(u Bsur ave )t−t
− 5(u Bsur ave )t + 2(u Bsur ave )t+t ]/(t 2 )

(14)

(15)

(FB )r.e = μs × (FB )n.e

(16)

(FF )r.r.e = μs × (FF )n.r.e

(17)

(FB )r.r.e = μs × (FB )n.r.e

(18)

where μs is the static frictional coefficient (0.17), (FF )n.e ,
(FB )n.e are the normal EM forces at the FW-EM and at the
BW-EM, (FF )n.r.e , (FB )n.r.e are the normal residual EM forces
at the FW-EM and at the BW-EM.
The simulated results for mechanical displacements in the
horizontal direction are tabulated in table 3 with the varying
input electrical source, to an EM. The signs of the listed values
follow the arrow directions of figure 8.

FW-EM, (aF )eff , and the BW-EM, (aB )eff , at time t + t , the
backward difference formula with errors of the order (t)2 is
used for the derivation of the governing equations, as follows:

(aF )eff = [−(u Fsur ave )t−2t + 4(u Fsur ave )t−t
− 5(u Fsur ave )t + 2(u Fsur ave )t+t ]/(t 2 )

(FF )r.e = μs × (FF )n.e

5.3. The calculation of one cycle of displacement at each EM

where (u Fsur ave )t , (u Fsur ave )t are the averaged mechanical
displacements at time t on the surfaces of the FW-EM and the
BW-EM, respectively.
The ideal displacements, (u F )ideal and (u B )ideal , are
calculated by 3D-FEM as shown in figure 7. Also, the effective
values of the generated horizontal forces, (FF )eff.g and (FB )eff.g ,
are calculated by 3D-FEM and (9)–(14). The results are shown
in figure 9. In this study, these variables are constants. This is
because the input electrical source, to a piezoelectric ceramic,
is fixed only at 50 [V]/50 [Hz]. The effective masses, (m F )eff
and (m B )eff , are also stationary. This is because the mass is not
changed during the operation. The resisting horizontal force
which results from the rest forces at a FW-EM, (FF )r.r , is also a
fixed variable equal to 0.01 [N]. This is because the resistance
of an LM guide seal is the rest force in this research. The
resisting horizontal force which results from the rest forces at

By applying (9)–(18) to (5)–(8), the total displacements in
the horizontal direction of the FW-EM, (u F )tot , and BW-EM,
(u B )tot , can be calculated about one cycle taking significant
factors into consideration. The total displacement about one
cycle has the same meaning as the resolution of an NPA.
Hence, (19) and (20) are proposed in this research for the
calculation of one cycle of mechanical total displacement of
the FW-EM, (u F )one cyc , and the BW-EM, (u B )one cyct . From
these results, the resolution of an NPA can be simulated.

(u F )one

cyc

= (u F )tot

exp

+ (u F )tot

con

(19)

(u B )one

cyc

= (u B )tot

exp

+ (u B )tot

con

(20)

where (u F )tot exp is the total displacement in the horizontal
direction of the FW-EM when the piezoelectric ceramic
6
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Table 3. Simulation results for mechanical displacements in the horizontal direction about the varying input electrical source, to the EM.
When PZT expands and BW-EM is turned on When PZT contracts and FW-EM is turned on
At a FW-EM
0.4 [A]

0.6 [A]

0.8 [A]

1.0 [A]

(u F )t.r [nm]
(u B )t.r [nm]
(u F )tot [nm]
(u B )tot [nm]
(u F )t.r [nm]
(u B )t.r [nm]
(u F )tot [nm]
(u B )tot [nm]
(u F )t.r [nm]
(u B )t.r [nm]
(u F )tot [nm]
(u B )tot [nm]
(u F )t.r [nm]
(u B )t.r [nm]
(u F )tot [nm]
(u B )tot [nm]

23
84
891
—
41
124
913
—
49
159
940
—
55
178
952
—

At a BW-EM

At a FW-EM

23
84
—
−938
41
124
—
−916
49
159
—
−889
55
178
—
−877

32
59
−856
—
58
87
−858
—
69
111
−871
—
78
125
−876
—

At a BW-EM
32
59
—
973
58
87
—
971
69
111
—
958
78
125
—
953

Table 4. One cycle of displacement obtained from the simulation
and the experiment, when varying the input current, to the EM.
Input current
[A]

Simulated data
[nm]

Experiment data
[nm]

Error
[%]

0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

35
55
69
77

37
53
66
74

5.4
3.2
3.8
3.6

those errors were in an acceptable range and the data patterns
were the same. Hence, we selected the static frictional
coefficient at 0.17 in order to show the good agreement with
the experimental data. This proved that the explained complex
working mechanism, which is the impact and inchworm one,
taking the internal and the external factors into account, is
correct and the proposed analysis methodology is reasonable.
Therefore, it may be applicable to many other kinds of
actuators which use similar working mechanisms.

Figure 10. One cycle of displacement obtained from the simulation
and the experiment, according to the varying input current, to the
EM.

6. Conclusion

expands, (u F )tot con is the total displacement in the horizontal
direction of the FW-EM when the piezoelectric ceramic
contracts, (u B )tot exp is the total displacement in the horizontal
direction of the BW-EM when the piezoelectric ceramic
expands, (u B )tot con is the total displacement in the horizontal
direction of the BW-EM when the piezoelectric ceramic
contracts.
Finally, one mechanical cycle of displacement, in other
words the resolution, of an NPA is calculated by using (19)
and (20) and table 3. The simulated data and the experimental
data for the one cycle of total displacement are shown in
figure 10 and table 4 with varying input electrical source of the
EM. The result of the simulation, which has been calculated by
the proposed method, fitted with the experimental data. This
good agreement is induced by selecting the static frictional
coefficient as 0.17, although the experimental value of the
static frictional coefficient is about 0.15–0.2. This variation
of the static frictional coefficient value caused some error
between the experimental data and simulation ones. But

In the present paper, an analysis methodology for the NPA is
proposed and described, which is based on 3D-FEM combined
with an analytic method, shedding light on the complex
working mechanism and taking significant factors, which have
not yet been considered, into consideration for the exact
and efficient characteristic analysis of the NPA and similar
machines.
For the verification of this research, a mechanical system
and an electrical system of an NPA have been prototyped.
Finally, the effectiveness of an NPA, the reasonableness of a
clarified complex working mechanism, and the adequacy of the
proposed analysis method have been validated by comparing
these outcomes with experimental data.
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Appendix
NEC/TOKIN AE0505D08 (x -axis poling material) is used as
a piezoelectric material, as follows:
Mechanical stiffness matrix for constant electric field E :
⎤
⎡
8.957 5.356 5.356 0.0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0 ⎥
⎢ 5.356 10.87 5.845 0.0
⎥
⎢
0. 0
0. 0 ⎥
⎢ 5.356 5.845 10.87 0.0
E
c =⎢
⎥
0. 0
0.0 2.513 0.0
0. 0 ⎥
⎢ 0. 0
⎦
⎣
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0 2.227 0.0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0 2.227
× 1010 [N m−2 ].
Piezoelectric matrix:
26.136 −13.96 −13.96 0.0
e=
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
−2
[C m ].

0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
20.713
20.713
0. 0

Permittivity matrix for a constant mechanical strain S :

εS =

25.888
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
25.007
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
25.007

× 10−9 [F m−2 ].

Density: ρ = 8000 [kg m−3 ]; mechanical quality factor:
Q = 70.
M19-steel is used for an EM, as follows:
Mechanical stiffness matrix:
⎤
⎡
262.5 112.5 112.5 0.0
0. 0 0. 0
⎢ 112.5 262.5 112.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ 112.5 112.5 262.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 ⎥
cm = ⎢
⎥
0. 0
0.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 ⎥
⎢ 0. 0
⎦
⎣
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0 75.0 0.0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0 75.0
9
−2
× 10 [N m ].
Density: ρm = 7850 [kg m−3 ]; mechanical quality factor:
Q m = 3000.
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